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The ca. 370 Ma South Mountain Batholith (SMB) is a 
polyintrusive complex em placed into Meguma Group meta.sedi
ments during widespread Acadian magmatism in the Meguma 
Terrane. The duration of intrusion was short (i.e., 1-3 Ma) with 
batholith emplacement representing a single evenL Emplace
ment was advanced by two principal processes, diapirism and 
sloping. 

Little is known of the emplacement mechanism below the 
present level of exposure; however, it is probable that diapirism 
was the dominant process at deeper levels with stoping becoming 
more important in the final stages of emplacemenL Diapiric 
ascent occurred along a major, long-lived crustal scale structure 
now represented by a series of regiona1 NE-trending faults which 
transect the SMB and country rocks; the Tobeatic and East 
Kemptville-East Dalhousie Fault zones. Late-stage intrusions 
localized along these faults indicates activation of these struc
tures at the time of emplacement. 

Evidence of stoping at contacts, an abundance of xenoliths 
and a general lack of defonnation of regional Acadian structures 
in the country rocks implies stoping was the dominant mode of 
emplacement at the present level of exposure. Linear NE- and 
NW-trending granite/country rock and granite/granite contacts 
demonstrate stoping was influenced by coincident structures in 
the country rocks (pre-granite structures) and early phases of the 
batholiths (syn-granite structures). These structures are repre
sented by the dominant regional joint trends and faults in the 
SMB and by joints and faults in the country rocks, which together 
constitute the dominant structural pattern in the Megwna Zone. 

The SMB is polyintrusive, consisting of numerous discrete 
intrusions which are petrographically and geochemically distinct 
from one another. This complex intrusive character is interpreted 
to reflect intrusion of numerous independent intrusions rather 
than differentiation of a single, large magma chamber. 
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